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Phase diagram of thin antiferromagnetic films in strong magnetic fields
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A theoretical study of the phase diagram of antiferromagnetic thin films is presented. The theory is
based on a numerical self-consistent local-field calculation that allows for size and surface efFects. The
properties of magnetic structures as functions of the temperature and external field are calculated. Spa-
tially nonuniform canted states are shown to intermediate the transition from the antiferromagnetic to
the spin-flop phases. The model is applied to thin films of FeF& and MnF2 as examples in order to clarify
the role of anisotropy.

I. INTRODUCE:nON

In recent years the search for new materials for use in
magnetic storage systems has driven a considerable
amount of work on magnetic multilayer systems. For ex-
ample enhanced magnetoresistance was found in multi-
layers of Fe/Cr, ' Co/Cu (Ref. 3) and others. A series of
experimental studies on layered structures consisting of
ferromagnetic thin films with antiferromagnetic inter-
layer coupling [Fe/Cr, Co/Ru, (Ref. 4), Gd/Y (Ref. 5)]
was followed by theoretical calculations and predictions
of new equilibrium phases driven by weak external
fields

While earlier studies concentrated on extended multi-
layer systems, recent work has focused on surface effects.
Finite-size magnetic structures may be strongly
influenced by surface effects since the low coordination at
the surface allows the surface and subsurface spins to
respond more easily to external magnetic fields. In fact
surface phase transitions for magnetic multilayers have
been predicted and observed for a number of systems in-
cluding Fe/Gd (Refs. 9—11) and Fe/Cr (Refs. 12 and 13).

A very interesting study' has recently appeared which
details the nature of a surface phase transition which
takes place in a Fe/Cr (211) system. In this structure
there are three key interactions which govern the equilib-
rium spin configuration: Zeeman interaction of the spins
with the external field, the antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction between Fe spins across the Cr layer, and an
in-plane anisotropy field acting on the individual spins.

In many ways thin antiferromagnetic films are the mi-
croscopic counterpart of the antiferromagnetically cou-
pled structures discussed above. The anisotropy of anti-
ferromagnetic materials introduces an extra dimension in
the analysis of equilibrium properties. This is a point of
special interest because the features closely related to the
anisotropy field can be checked experimentally, since the
most recently studied uniaxial antiferromagnetic mul-
tilayered systems exhibit a wide range of values for the
anisotropy field. ' ' Considering the compounds FeF2,

CoF2, and MnF2, there is variation of the anisotropy
field, in units of the exchange field, from 0.3 for FeF2 to
0.015 for MnF2.

Successful growth and characterization of antiferro-
magnetic films and superlattices of various layering pat-
terns was reported a few years ago. ' The dependence of
the magnetic phase on the layering pattern of FeF2/CoFz
superlattices was reported on the basis of measurements
of thermal-expansion coe5cients. These results were an-
alyzed theoretically and the observed dependence of the
number of phases on the layering pattern was attributed
to the coupling between the FeFz and CoF2 layers and
size effects. ' In subsequent work the role of the interface
coupling as well as the effect of the anisotropy on the
weak-field properties of antiferromagnetic thin films and
superlattices were studied theoretically. ' It was shown
that the antiferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition tem-
perature of thin films decreases as the film is made
thinner and that the downshift in the transition tempera-
ture is larger for compounds with low anisotropy.

The equilibrium spin configuration of antiferromagnet-
ic thin films is expected to exhibit a significant tempera-
ture dependence because the low coordinated surface
spins have a thermal averaged magnitude which de-
creases rapidly with temperature. ' Therefore, for a
given spin, the balance between exchange and anisotropy
energies and the Zeeman energy is dependent upon its po-
sition with respect to the surface.

The previous analysis of spin structures included
thermal effects only for systems where the external mag-
netic field was low enough that the antiferromagnetic
phase was always stable. The present work concentrates
on the analysis of equilibrium states of uniaxial antiferro-
magnetic films for arbitrary values of applied fields and
temperature and particular attention is given to the spin-
flop phase. FeF2 and MnF2 are chosen as examples so as
to highlight the role of the anisotropy field. After a re-
view of the theoretical method in the next section, we
present the results for the spin profiles, phase diagrams,
and magnetization curves in Secs. III, IV, and V. Can-
cluding remarks are made in Sec. VI.
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II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The theoretical method is an extension of the method
applied earlier to transition-metal —rare-earth multilayers
and allows for the proper antiferromagnetic exchange be-
tween neighboring spins as well as external fields and an-
isotropy fields. Here we briefiy review the main points.
We use an iterative procedure seeking to find a structure
(spin profile) in which each spin is in equilibrium with the
local field imposed by the others. The magnetic structure
of our model consists of a chain of spins, each of which
represents a magnetic moment in the corresponding
plane of the superlattice. The spins lie in the plane of the
film, but the angular direction is allowed to vary from
layer to layer. If we consider a spin S„ in layer n, it has
an effective energy given by

E„=—gpii(H, „+Ho) S„—KS„, .

Here Ho is the applied field, directed along the z axis, and
E is the anisotropy constant, with the easy axis also along
the +z directions. In the mean-field approximation the
exchange field is given by

1
H,„= ( „„,J„„,(S„,)+ „„,J„„(S„,)),

gPa

(2)

where J„„&and z„„jare the exchange and coordina-
tion between a spin in the nth and (n —1)th layers and
( ) denotes thermal averages. The anisotropy field, H,
can be defined as

the exchange field is H, =434 kG and the anisotropy field
is given by H, =149 kG. For CoF2 the spin is S=1.5,
the exchange and anisotropy fields are H, =324 kG and

H, =32 kG and the values for MnF2 are S=2. 5,
H, =465 kG„and H, =6.97 kG. These values are mean-
field parameters and do not exactly match up with the
measured values obtained through antiferromagnetic res-
onance. The values used here are those which give ap-
proximately correct transition temperatures for each
compound and which have the correct ratio between ex-
change and anisotropy fields. The exchange parameters,
J, are given by the usual expression J=gpea, /(ZzS ) for
each material.

It is worthwhile to recall some of the general features
of the spin-fiop transition in bulk antiferromagnets.
When the external field is small the magnetic structure is
simple with the spins on opposite sublattices rigidly anti-
parallel. As the external field is increased the spin-fiop
state occurs where the spins on opposite sublattices are
canted toward the applied field. The transition from the
antiferromagnetic state to the spin-flop state can, in prin-
ciple, take place at different values of the external field
depending on the exact nature of the transition. The
thermodynamic critical field occurs at a value

a,„=+2H, H. —a.' .

At H, h the energy of the spin-flop state and the antiparal-
lel state are equal. The antiferromagnetic state, however,
is still stable (i.e., in a local minimum of energy) until a
larger field is applied. The stability limit of the antiferro-
magnetic state is given by

With these definitions, the effective field acting on spin S„
is given by

H„=H,„+H,+Ho .

An iterative procedure is used to obtain the directions
and thermal averaged values for the spins. For a given
temperature ( T ) one initially assigns values for the angu-
lar direction and magnitude of each spin. Then a particu-
lar spin is chosen, say in layer n, and its angular position
8„ is rotated so the spin lies in the direction of the local
effective field. The thermal equilibrium value of (S„) is
then found from

(S„)=SB,(gp~S„H„/kT),

where B,(x ) is the Brillouin function, and the efFective

field H„ is given by Eq. (4). A new spin is then chosen
and the process is repeated until convergence is achieved,
i.e., until a self-consistent final state emerges. By letting
the spin system adapt itself to the local field at any partic-
ular site in the film, we obtain a spin profile that takes
into account the finite structure.

Our model is applied to thin films of FeF2 and MnF2
with (001) surfaces. ' These are bcc structures so the
number of nearest neighbors z =6. The parameters used
in calculation are as follows. For FeF2 the spin is S=2,

H, f ="(/2H, H, +H, .

Finally, if the system is in the spin-flop phase and the
external field is reduced, the spin-flop phase becomes un-
stable at a critical field given by

H,f=
2H, —H,

'1/2H, H, H, . —
e a

The exact field at which the phase transition from the an-
tiferromagnetic state to the spin-fiop state depends on the
existence of a mechanism which could remove the system
from a local minimum of energy to a global minimum of
the energy. The motion of domain walls in ferromagnets
provides such a mechanism, for example. Experimental
results in antiferromagnets also seem to indicate that the
phase transition takes place at the thermodynamic criti-
cal field. Thus in our calculations we concentrate our
studies on the phase transition which occurs when the
free energies for the two phases are equal.

We note that a certain amount of care must be taken in
calculating the free energy numerically. It has been
pointed out previously that one has to avoid double
counting the average exchange energy. Here we must
also avoid double counting the anisotropy energy. In the
mean-field approximation the partition function for the
spins in layer n is given by
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sinh[(2S„+ 1)gp&H„/2kT]z.=
sinh[g p,sH„ /2kT]

The total partition function is then

(10)

H,„rf=H,f/~2 . (12)

KeFer and Chow later showed that the surface flop
would evolve into a bulk spin-flop state as the magnetic
field was increased. ' Although the validity of these ear-
lier calculations has been challenged recently, the ex-
perimental results on metallic multilayers' has indeed
shown that a surface spin flop takes place at approxi-
mately the value given by Eq. (12).

III. SPIN PROFILES: SIZE, FIELD,
AND TEMPERATURE EI k KCTS

Finally, the free energy for the entire structure is given by

F= kT —g lnz„——g g„p& ( S„) (H,„+H, ),1

n n

where the second term on the right eliminates the "dou-
ble counting" of the average exchange and anisotropy en-
ergies. We note that this treatment of the anisotropy en-

ergy is only an approximation, but it does give the
correct results at T=O and for high temperature. A de-
tailed discussion of this point will be given elsewhere.

Surface spin-Sop transitions were predicted in antifer-
romagnets many years ago. ' In that work it was shown
that the antiferromagnetic phase would become unstable
at a field which was considerably lower than that of the
bulk critical field. The surface spin-flop field for the limit
where the antiferromagnetic state becomes unstable is
given by

have more uniform spin profiles and restrict the surface
effects to the immediate neighborhood of the surface re-
gion. On the other hand the equilibrium configuration of
low-anisotropy compound films relies almost entirely on
the exchange field and the applied field. This has two
major consequences: first the surface effect itself is
stronger for low-anisotropy materials because the lack of
coordination produces a larger impact on the stability of
surface spins; and second the spin system as a whole is al-

most isotropic and therefore can adapt itself more easily
to any orientation. Therefore, small deviations from ei-

ther the antiferromagnetic or the spin-flop state are possi-
ble and the surface effects may extend deep into the mid-

dle of the film.
These facts determine the way the finite spin systems

respond to applied fields. Thin films of high-anisotropy
compounds have nearly the bulk properties whereas thin
films of low-anisotropy compounds show significant devi-

ations from bulklike behavior.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) display the canting angle away

from the applied field as a function of position for each
layer of spins in FeF2 films containing 11 magnetic
planes, respectively. The profiles for each temperature
are presented for applied fields just above the spin-flop
transition H,h. It is seen that the effect of increasing the
temperature is to produce a less uniform profile in that
the canting angle becomes more strongly position depen-
dent. We also see that the nonuniformity in canting an-

gle is confined primarily to spins near the surface. For
T=O, only three spins near each surface are not near a
normal canted state. For T=39 K, half the Neel temper-
ature, the inhomogeneity penetrates deeper in the film.
In these figures only the absolute value of the angles have
been shown so that one may easily compare the canting
angles for the two sublattices.

Figure 1(c} shows the deviations in the thermal aver-

aged magnitude of the spins as a function of atomic layer.

The spin structure of an antiferromagnetic film de-
pends critically on a number of parameters including ap-
plied field, temperature, and number of atomic layers. As
indicated in previous studies, a number of possible phases
exist. These include an antiferromagnetic (AF) phase
where the spins in neighboring layers are strictly antipar-
allel, a bulk spin-flop (SF}phase where the spins in neigh-
boring layers are canted with respect to the applied mag-
netic field, and a surface spin-flop phase where the spins
in the outer atomic layers are canted but those deep in-
side the film are essentially antiparallel.

Before we discuss the details of the phase diagram, it is
helpful to examine some typical spin profiles which shed
some light on the nature of the different phases which can
exist in thin films. In a thin film the interplay between
the Zeeman and exchange energies is significantly
influenced by the reduction of coordination near the sur-
face and the value of the anisotropy field. In general the
surface spins are more susceptible to the orientation of
the applied field and the value of the temperature. The
overall effect in the film, though, depends also on the way
the spin system as a whole adapts itself to minimize the
total free energy. High-anisotropy compounds tend to
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FIG. 1. Orientation and magnitude of the spins in an 11-
layer FeF2 film at the spin-Bop transition at two temperatures.
(a) H, h =350 kG, (b) H, h =382 kG, and (c) H, h =382 kG. The
absolute value of the angle away from the magnetic Seld ~8„~ is
shown at each temperature for visual convenience. The actual
angles alternate in sign.
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The variation in magnitude follows from the canting
structure. Those spins which are pointing in a direction
close to the applied field have a larger thermal averaged
magnitude, while those spins which point away from the
applied field see a smaller effective Geld and as a result
have a smaller thermal averaged magnitude.

We note that the thermal dependence for magnetic
multilayers such as Fe/Cr may be quite different. In our
model, all of the exchange coupling takes place between
spins in difFerent planes. In Fe/Cr multilayers, in con-
trast, the Fe moments are coupled strongly within a Glm,
both in-plane and between atomic planes. As a result, the
Fe moments are not as likely to show strong variations
from 61m to film at moderate temperatures.

In Fig. 2 we explore how the spin profile depends on
the applied field for a 21-layer FeF2 film at T=39 K. We
see that at the lower field there is considerable oscillation
in the canting angle, with large deviations occurring near
the surfaces. The penetration depth for surface perturba-
tion is about six atomic layers at this field. In Fig. 2(b)
the external field has been increased. Now nearly all the
interior spins have taken on the bulk canting angle. Fur-
thermore the penetration depth for the surface perturba-
tion has decreased significantly. This is similar to a result
found previously in magnetic multilayers in the absence
of anisotropy. '

The equivalent results, spin profiles as functions of
temperature and applied field, for MnF2 are presented in
Figs. 3 and 4. In contrast to the FeF2 results, the spin
profile for MnF2 is highly inhomogeneous near the spin-
Qop transition. The curves in Fig. 3 show a large nonuni-
form distribution of angles at the transition from the an-
tiferromagnetic to the spin-flop phase. The canting angle
on one sublattice is close to zero while the canting angle
for the other sublattice is close to m. This is very different
from the bulk spin-fiop phase where the canting angles on
the two sublattices are the same. The reason that the re-
sults for MnF2 are so different from those of FeF2 is that
the anisotropy is much weaker in MnF2. Thus the spin
system is comparatively looser (as far as direction is con-
cerned) in MnF2, and the structure can change in a nearly
continuous manner from an antiferromagnetic state to
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FIG. 3. Orientation and magnitude of the spins in an 11-
layer MnF2 film at the spin-Hop transition at two temperatures.
(a) H,h=115 kG, (b) H,h=129 kG, and (c) H,h=129 kG. The
absolute value of the angle away from the magnetic field is
shown at each temperature for visual convenience. The actual
angles alternate in sign.

the uniformly canted spin-Qop state as the magnetic Geld
is increased. Again these results are similar to those for
systems with no anisotropy. '

In Fig. 4 it is shown that even a strong field (about
50'%/larger than the bulk spin-fiop field) is not enough to
produce canted state in MnF2. Only at much higher
fields (numerical results now shown), is the uniform cant-
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FIG. 2. Orientation of the spins with respect to the applied
field for an FeF2 film with 21 magnetic planes at T=39 K for
difFerent applied fields. The absolute value of the canting angle
away from the applied magnetic field is shown.

Layer number n

FIG. 4. Orientation of the spins with respect to the applied
field for a MnF~ film with 21 magnetic layers for two difFerent
fields at T=O K. The absolute value of the angle away from the
c axis is shown in units of the bulk canting angle at T=O K for
each field. Note the long penetration depths of the surface
effects.
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FIG. 6. Thickness dependence of the critical fields H,f and

H, h for FeF& films at T=O K. The films with an even number
of layers never reach the bulk values because there is always a
surface spin-flop transition.

FIG. 5. Orientation and magnitude of the spins in a ten-layer
FeF2 film at the spin-flop transition at two temperatures. (a)

H,h=214 kG, (b) H,h=214 kG, and (c) H,h=214 kG. The ab-
solute value of the angle away from the magnetic field is shown
at each temperature for visual convenience. The actual angles
alternate in sign.

ed state reached. Again, this result produces an interest-
ing contrast to the results for FeFz shown in Fig. 2.

In the above results we have concentrated on films with
an odd number of atomic planes. The results are
significantly different for systems with an even number of
planes since a surface spin flop can take place. In Fig. 5
we present results showing the angular position for a
ten-layer FeF2 film. Again we have chosen the applied
field to be just above that necessary to cause a spin flop.
In Fig. 5(a) we see that the outer spin on the right is near-
ly reversed from the position it would have in the antifer-
romagnetic state. There are small shifts in the angular
position of the nearby spins resulting in a penetration
depth of 3-4 atomic layers. The angular positions at a
temperature of 16 K [Fig. 5(b)] are similar, with a slightly
smaller penetration depth for the surface spin flop. It is
interesting to note that the thermal averaged magnitudes
[Fig. 5(c)] show a significant deviation only for the outer-
most spin. Since the detailed study of the evolution of
the surface spin-flop state to the bulk spin-flop state has
been given recently, ' we do not pursue this topic further.

with both even and odd numbers of atomic layers. The
films with an even number of layers have a spin-flop field
significantly reduced from the bulk value. In fact, the
critical field in the films with an even number of layers is
close to the previously calculated value for the surface
spin-flop field H,~. In contrast, the spin-flop field for the
films with an odd number of layers is considerably
enhanced above the bulk value. The reasons for this are
simple. For a system with an even number of layers, the
spin at one end must initially point opposite to the exter-
nal field. This is an energetically unfavorable position
since it costs Zeeman energy, and it is at this end that the
surface spin flop is nucleated. For a system with an odd
number of layers one can have the spins at both ends of
the film point in the direction of the applied field. This
leads to a net magnetic moment in the direction of the
field, even in the absence of the spin-flop state, and a cor-
responding lowering of the total energy of the system. As
a result, the spin-flop state is not as energetically favor-
able at low fields and the critical fields are increased.

In Fig. 7 we present results for H,h as a function of
atomic layers for MnF2. MnF2 has a very small anisotro-

py field compared to FeFz and so by comparing Figs. 6
and 7 we can see how anisotropy influences the phase dia-
gram. We note that H,h and H,f are very close in MnF2

200
MnF T=OK

IV. PHASE DIAGRAMS

As noted previously, earlier studies have detailed the
nature of the surface spin-flop phase and its transition to
the bulk spin flop. In this paper we deal with thin films
and there is nearly always some surface character to the
spin-flop phase. As a result we will often only identify
the transition from the antiferromagnetic phase to a
spin-flop phase without identifying whether the spin-flop
phase is primarily a surface phase or a bulk phase.

We first examine the phase boundaries as a function of
the number of atomic layers at T=O. In Fig. 6 we show
the dependence of the critical fields H,z and H, f for films

150-

O

100-
, . b

even
50

0 10 20 30 40 50

Number of Layers

FIG. 7. Thickness dependence of the critical field H, h for
MnF2 films at T=O K. The value of H& is not shown since it is
very close to H,h for this low-anisotropy material. Note that it
takes more atomic layers for MnF2 to reach the bulk values
than for FeF2. This is also due to the low anisotropy of MnF2.
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because of the small value for the anistropy field and we
just show H,h. The most obvious difference between the
two systems is that for MnF2 it takes many atomic layers
before the critical fields reach their bulk values. The
reason for this can be understood in relation to domain
walls in ferromagnets. In a domain wall the anisotropy
energy tends to try to make the wall narrower since it is
energetically favorable for spins to lie in particular direc-
tions. Similarly, in the antiferromagnetic film with high
anisotropy the surface spin-flop phase tends to be more
strongly confined to the surface region when compared to
the low-anisotropy material. We have seen this explicitly
in Figs. 1-4 which show that surface perturbations ex-
tend much more deeply into the bulk for the low-
anisotropy material MnF2.

We now turn to general field-temperature phase dia-
grams for films with a fixed number of atomic planes.
The phase diagrams for FeF2 films are presented in Figs.
8 and 9. For the 11-layer film in Fig. 8, the external field
was applied parallel to the surface spins. The field depen-
dence of the temperature of the antiferromagnetically
aligned —paramagnetic (A) transition is very nearly quad-
ratic. The value of the tricritical temperature (around
0.6T&) is in agreement with the available experimental
data ' for the bulk or thick films and the change for thin
films is not appreciable. The AF-SF boundary, a relative-
ly fiat curve with a small upward curvature, is also in
qualitative agreement with the experiments.

The phase diagrams for FeF2 films with an even num-
ber of magnetic planes have very different features as can
be seen in Fig. 9. As has been noted previously the tran-
sition fields are reduced considerably. Furthermore, the
spin-flop region is now very small, and a new state, la-
beled A1, emerges. The A1 state corresponds to an anti-
ferromagnetic state except that the outer spin on one side
has been reversed so as to point along the external field
instead of opposing it as it would in the antiferromagnet-
ic state. At higher temperatures and fields there is an
aligned state (A) where all the spins point in the direction
of the external field.

For MnF2 films we again see a rather different set of

FeF —10 layers
250

SF Q

z~ 100-

0
0 20 40 60 80

T (K)

FIG. 9. Phase diagrams for a ten-layer FeF2 film. The solid
lines all indicate transition points where the free energies of the
two phases are equal. The significant difFerences between the re-
sults for the 11-layer film and the ten-layer film are due to sur-
face phase transitions. The phase A1 indicates that all of the
spins are in the antiferromagnetic phase except for the outer
layer of spins originally pointing opposite to the applied field
has been reversed.

V. MAGNETIZATION FOR THIN FILMS

The existence of the phase transitions in the previous
section can be seen in a number of different ways. Previ-
ous work has shown that the static susceptibility can
demonstrate both bulk and surface phase transitions. '

phase diagrams in Figs. 10 and 11. Since the anisotropy
is weaker in MnF2, the spin-flop state, which involves
canting at arbitrary angles rather than alignment of spins
in particular directions, can exist over a larger portion of
the phase diagram. This pushes the temperature of the
tricritical point to around 0.9TN, in agreement with the
available experimental data for thicker samples. The
A1 phase seen in FeF2 occurs only in a very narrow re-
gion of the phase diagram which does not show in the
figure. In comparing Figs. 8-11, we also see that thin
films containing an even number of magnetic planes have
a clear reduction in the small field AF-A transition tem-
perature. Odd numbered films do not show this effect as
a result of the stabilization induced by the external field.

600

500-:

400-- —--
o 300-

200-

FeF —11 layers2

260

200-

MnF —11 layers2

100-

0
0 20 40 60

T (K)
80

o 100-

50-

FIG. 8. Phase diagrams for an 11-layer FeF2 film. The
dashed line indicates the critical field H, & where the antiferro-
magnetic phase becomes unstable. The solid lines indicate tran-
sition points where the free energies of the two phases are equal.
SF indicates the spin-flop phase; AF indicates the antiferromag-
netic phase, and A indicates the aligned-paramagnetic state
where all spins point along the applied field.

20 40
T (K)

60 80

FIG. 10. Phase diagrams for an 11-layer MnFz film. The
solid lines all indicate transition points where the free energies
of the two phases are equal. Note that the spin-flop phase ex-
tends considerably farther in temperature for MnF2 than in
FeF2.
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FIG. 11. Phase diagrams for a ten-layer MnF2 film. The
solid lines all indicate transition points where the free energies
of the two phases are equal. The reduction in the critical field

(compared to Fig. 10) is due to a surface spin flop.

In addition, heat-capacity measurements can also indi-
cate phase transitions. ' ' Here we look at the results of
the phase transitions directly on the magnetization.

In Fig. 12 we examine the magnetization of an 11-layer
FeF2 film as a function of applied field at different tem-
peratures. This corresponds to sampling the phase dia-
gram of Fig. 8 along different vertical lines corresponding
to the different temperatures. We see that the phase tran-
sitions from the antiferromagnetic state to the spin-flop
state are accompanied by rapid changes in the magnetiza-
tion. In contrast, a phase transition from the antiferro-
magnetic state to the aligned state shows a continuous
magnetization.

It is somewhat surprising that there is a transverse
magnetization as well as a longitudinal magnetization.
We note that due to the anisotropy and the finite struc-
ture it is possible to have a net moment that is not
aligned with the external magnetic field. As we will see,
the transverse magnetization exists for films with both
odd and even numbers of atomic layers. However, the

origin of this transverse moment depends on whether the
number of layers is odd or even. For an odd number of
layers, we have seen that the spin structure is symmetric
about the midplane. However, the number of atomic lay-
ers for the two sublattices is different. As a result, it is
not too surprising that the canting of the two sublattices
is also different. The transverse magnetization occurs be-
cause of the nonequivalent canting of the two sublattices.
We note that the transverse magnetization extends over a
large range of magnetic fields and slowly decays to zero
as the field is increased.

In Fig. 13 we examine the magnetization of a ten-layer
FeF2 film as a function of applied field and again at
different temperatures. This corresponds to a sampling
of the phase diagram of Fig. 9. Again we see rapid
changes in magnetization as one crosses the boundary be-
tween the spin-flop phase and the antiferromagnetic
phase. The existence of the transverse magnetization is
now due to the surface nature of the spin-flop phase. The
magnetic structure in the surface spin-flop phase is not
symmetric about the midplane and this is reflected in the
existence of the transverse magnetization. As the mag-
netic field is increased the structure becomes slightly
more symmetric and the transverse magnetization is re-
duced. The rapid drop in transverse magnetization and
small increase in longitudinal magnetization at H=235
kG for the T=O curve shows a transition to a state very
close to the A1 state.

We have studied similar magnetization curves for
MnF2. Unfortunately, in this small anisotropy com-
pound it appears that near the phase transitions a num-
ber of self-consistent final states occur, all at about the
same energy, but with slightly different longitudinal mag-
netizations and significantly different transverse magneti-
zations. It is for this reason that we do not present
figures for MnF2 magnetizations. The general trends for
the MnF2 results seem qualitatively to match those for
FeF2, however the transverse moments are considerably
smaller in magnitude than in FeF2 because the anisotropy
is much smaller in MnFz.
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FIG. 12. Magnetization as a function of applied field for
different temperatures for an 11-layer FeF2 film. (a) longitudinal
magnetization and (b) transverse magnetization. Note that the
rapid changes in magnetization correspond to crossing a phase
transition line in Fig. 8.

FIG. 13. Magnetization as a function of applied field for
different temperatures for a ten-layer FeF& film. (a) longitudinal
magnetization and (b) transverse magnetization. The rapid
changes in magnetization correspond to crossing a phase transi-
tion line in Fig. 9.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our results indicate that anisotropy plays a significant
role in determining the equilibrium properties of antifer-
romagnetic thin films. Compounds with low anisotropy
are much more sensitive to surface effects, since high
value anisotropy tends to localize surface perturbations
to the region right near the surface.

Spatially nonuniform canting states were found to in-
termediate the transition from the antiferromagnetic
phase to the spin-Bop phase. For high-anisotropy com-
pounds, such as FeF2, the spin profile was shown to be
nearly uniform, with surface efFects restricted to the spins
in the immediate neighborhood of the surface. The bulk
canting angle as well as the spin-fiop field are reached for
films with a few tens of magnetic planes.

Thin films of low-anisotropy compounds (MnF2 as a
typical example} are strongly affected by surface effects,
which are present even for thick films (101 magnetic
planes, numerical results not shown here). For these
compounds there is a marked influence of nonuniform
canting states. No matter how thick the film is, near the
antiferromagnetic-spin-Sop transition, the spin angle
profile is far from uniform and the bulk properties are not
regained even for thick films. This refiects the fact that,
since the anisotropy field is small, all the stability of the
spin system relies on the exchange field. Therefore the
low coordination of the surface spins strongly affects the
equilibrium properties. Furthermore, contrary to intui-
tion, the surface efFects do not disappear for thick films. '

Instead, the softer coupled surface spins infjuence not
only the surface region but also the whole film.

The general shape of the phase diagrams for both com-

pounds studied here is in agreement with the available ex-
perimental data. %e see a significant difference in the
phase diagrams between films with an even number of
layers and an odd number of layers. This reflects the ex-
istence of the surface spin-Hop state for the films with an
even number of layers. Finally, we find that the transition
from the spin Bop to an aligned state occurs at a
significantly higher temperature for compounds with low
anisotropy.

Although the surface effects are stronger for low-

anisotropy compounds, thin films in general display
finite-size effects. This feature is expected to affect the
spin-wave spectrum. The possible oscillatory modes of
the spin system around the equilibrium configuration is
expected to be affected by surface and size effects. The
exact ground state, incorporating the finite-size effects, is
essential to determine the elementary excitations.
Characteristic frequencies of thin films may differ from
the bulk values. It will be interesting to see further ex-
perimental results in thin antiferromagnetic films, includ-
ing antiferromagnetic resonance, compared to the results
of the present theory.
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